Abstract. In this study we examine the energy transfer mechanism during the nonlinear stage of the Modulational Instability (MI) in the modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equation. The particularity of this study consists in considering the problem essentially in the Fourier space. A dynamical energy cascade model of this process originally proposed for the focusing NLS-type equations is transposed to the mKdV setting using the existing connections between the KdV-type and NLS-type equations. The main predictions of the D-cascade model are outlined and validated by direct numerical simulations of the mKdV equation using the pseudo-spectral methods. The nonlinear stages of the MI evolution are also investigated for the mKdV equation.
Introduction
Nonlinear wave systems occur in numerous physical areas from optics to fluid mechanics, from astronomy to geophysics, and one of the most important issues regarding these systems is a description of its energy behavior. One of the most beautiful examples to illustrate this point, is the hypothesis of Kolmogorov on the form of energy spectrum in systems with strong turbulence in which the energy spectrum is supposed to have the universal form E(ℓ) ∼ ℓ −5/3 where ℓ is the size of the eddy, [25] . In the kinetic weak (or wave) turbulence theory (WTT) dispersive waves play now the role of eddies, and the energy spectrum is again power law k −α where k is the wave length (if dispersion function ω ∼ k β ) and α is not universal any more, [37] .
The kinetic WTT is an asymptotic theory which is working for very small nonlinearity 0 < ε 0.01, where small parameter ε is usually taken as a product of wave amplitude with wave number, ε = Ak. The smallness of ε is very important while the kinetic WTT is essentially based on the following assumption: time scales for 3-, 4-, . . ., s-wave resonances are separated and can be studied independently. This assumption breaks at about ε ≈ 0.1, e.g. [2] . On the other hand, usual laboratory experiments and numerical simulations are performed for ε ≈ 0.1 ÷ 0.4 while for a smaller ε ∼ 0.01 corresponding time scales are too long and kinetic energy cascades can not be observed in an experiment at the present stage of technical facilities, [24, 27] .
A new model (hereafter referred to as D-model) for the formation of the energy spectrum has been developed by E. in [22] ; the model can be applied for describing nonlinear wave systems with nonlinearity parameter of the order of ε ∼ 0.1 ÷ 0.4 and wave systems with narrow frequency band excitation. Basic physical mechanism responsible for the formation of the energy spectrum in this model is not a common swave resonance but the modulation instability, and the main assumption of the model is that energy cascade is formed by the most unstable modes in the system, i.e. modes with maximum increment of instability. In [22] , the Increment Chain Equation Method (ICEM) was developed for computing dynamical energy spectrum in the systems possessing modulation instability, and applied for the focusing NLS and mNLS, with different levels on nonlinearity, [23, 31] .
The NLS is a very attractive equation because of its integrability, but unfortunately it gives sometimes not good enough description of the observed physical effects. For instance, modulation instability was discovered in laboratory experiments with water waves and explained by Benjamin & Feir (1967) [3] , as instability of a narrow wave packet in the framework of the NLS. However, numerical simulations with NLS demonstrate a symmetric energy cascade in the Fourier space while energy cascade experimentally observed in a water tank, is asymmetric. To cope with this problem, it is necessary to introduce various modifications to NLS, e.g. [10, 19] . These modifications allow for the realistic values of small parameter, 0 < ε real ∼ 0.1 ÷ 0.4, and are more suitable for modeling real physical phenomena.
The Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation along with its various modifications is another widely used model equation describing long waves, i.e. the region of small wave vectors kd ≪ 1, d being the mean water depth. This equation does not have the restrictive assumption of narrow spectrum as the NLS equation. However, many modifications of KdV are integrable which is a strong mathematical property. So it is not surprising that the KdV equation has found many applications in different fields of Physics such as the shallow water wave dynamics [8, 36] , internal waves in two-component fluids [15] and acoustic waves in plasmas [30] . Our motivation to study the KdV-family of equations comes mainly from the numerous real-world applications that it can cover.
Though KdV does not have modulation instability [1] , its various modifications do possess this property, under certain conditions. Thus, perturbations of a quasi-periodical wave train with small amplitudes in the generalized KdV equations with nonlinearity of the form
are modulationally stable if p < 2, while they are modulationally unstable if p > 2, [18] . A more general version of this result allowing for nonlocal dispersion can be found in [21] . However, all these results do not allow to obtain a nice analytical representation for the instability interval as in [3] , and a numerical study is unavoidable. Another reference point important for our study of mKdV is the following remarkable feature of this equation: it can be reduced, under certain conditions, to the mNLS where the MI can be studied by analytically. This reduction can be made by the variational methods [34] or by standard asymptotical approach as in [15] .
Our aim in this paper is to study a particular case with p = 2 and one space dimension -the so-called modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equation
with u being a real-valued scalar function, x and t are space and time variables consequently, and the subscripts denote the corresponding partial derivatives. As a starting point for our simulations aiming to study the MI in the mKdV, i.e. p = 2 in (1.1), we use the estimates obtained in [18] by combination of analytical results and numerical estimates, namely that for p = 2, the wave is spectrally stable for all wave vectors 0 < k 2 < 2. It is also shown in [15] that wave packets are unstable only for a positive sign of the coefficient of the cubic nonlinear term in (1.2), and for a high carrier frequency. Being interested in modulation instability, we restrict the study further on the case of focusing mKdV equation:
In the present paper we aim to study in detail formation and properties of the direct D-cascade in the frame of KdV equation (1.3) . The present manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a sketch of a D-cascade formation for this equation and formulate the properties of the cascade and its spectra which should be verified numerically. In Section 3 we describe shortly our numerical approach and present results of our numerical simulations. Finally, the main conclusions of this study are briefly formulated in Section 4.
D-cascade in the model equation
The main effect of the Modulational Instability (MI) is the disintegration of periodic wavetrains into side bands. Benjamin & Feir (1967) [3] showed that there is a connection between the frequencies, wavenumber and amplitudes of unstable modes in the framework of the focusing (+) Nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, which reads after a proper re-scaling:
Namely, they computed the instability interval in the form
where ω(k) is the linear dispersion relation, k is the wavenumber and A is the amplitude of the Fourier mode ω. Quantity ∆ω is the distance between the parent mode and its side band. It was also shown in [3] that the most unstable mode satisfies the following relation:
The use of two assumptions -a) an energy cascade is formed by the most unstable modes, and b) the energy fraction p (called cascade intensity) transported from one cascading mode to the next one is constant, allows to construct and to solve an approximate ordinary differential equation for computing amplitudes of cascading modes, [22] . The first constitutive assumption was inspired by the well-known hypothesis of O. Phillips while the second -by numerous experimental studies of water waves, e.g. [35] . The amplitude of the n-s mode in the cascade can be computed as
Accordingly, by definition the energy E n (ω n ) ∝ A 2 (ω n ), which provides us with the discrete set of energies of individual harmonics. The spectral density E (Dir) (ω) can be now computed
A similar formula can be written for the inverse cascade as well. However, the limits of integration in (2.3) will be inverted correspondingly to´ω 0 ω −n . Besides the form of energy spectra, the D-cascade model allows to make other predictions for the Nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)-family of the PDEs e.g.. the time scale for the Dcascade occurring is t MI ∝ t/ε 2 ; the distance between two cascading frequencies depends on the steepness of the initial wave train; the cascade can be determined, depending on the choice of excitation parameters ω 0 , k 0 , A 0 ; the D-cascade termination can be caused by a few main reasons: stabilization, wave breaking and intermittency. All scenarios were observed experimentally, e.g. in [7, 33] .
Connection between the Nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) and the mKdV can be established in the following way. As it was shown by R. Grimshaw (2002) [14] , the following generalized Korteweg-de Vries (gKdV) equation
can be regarded as weakly nonlinear model for internal long waves in a stratified fluid. This model equation can be reduced to the mKdV equation (1.2) with positive nonlinearity:
which in turn the classical Nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation to an asymptotic accuracy O(ε 4 ):
after suitable change of variables. By derivation equation (2.4) describes the envelope propagation for the mKdV solutions. Since both models are modulationally unstable, the D-cascade model can be applied to them.
However, the NLS equation is built upon the additional assumption of the narrow band spectrum. Consequently, the D-cascade for a single NLS equation consists of only one cascading mode, possibly accompanied with the spectrum broadening. This situation is illustrated on Figure 1 where equation (2.4) was solved numerically for a modulated plane wave initial condition.
The full description of a non-trivial cascade in the NLS framework requires a sequence of the NLS models: each NLS equation describing the vicinity of a cascading mode. On the other hand, the mKdV equation does not have such restrictions. Consequently, we can expect to observe the full D-cascade in this model. Numerical study of the inverse Dcascade in the mKdV equation is given in [9] , while below we focus on the direct D-cascade formation in the same equation.
Numerical simulations
In order to solve numerically the KdV equation on a periodic domain we used the classical Fourier-type pseudo-spectral method [4, 32] . The derivatives are computed in the Fourier space, while the nonlinear products -in the physical one (with the linear CPU-time). Thanks to the FFT algorithm [11] [12] [13] the passage between these two representations is done in the super-linear time O (N log(N) ), which determines the overall algorithm complexity (per time step). For the dealiasing we used the classical 2/3-rule [32] which was combined (when necessary) with the Fourier smoothing method proposed in [20] for more delicate treatment of higher frequencies. The discretization in time was done with the embedded adaptive 5 th order Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta scheme [6] with the adaptive PI step size control [17] . Table 1 .
As there are several exact analytical solutions known for the (1.3) equation, we use them for the verifying our numerical model. The exact cnoidal wave solutions to the KdV equation can be found in [5] :
(3.1) The one-soliton solution is given by
where a, b, c are arbitrary constants, [26] . There exists also a rational solution of the form
where a is arbitrary constant, [28] . The numerical solver was validated first on the simple tests of the cnoidal wave propagation and the overtaking collision of solitary waves. We checked that up to the numerical accuracy the spectrum was stationary in the former simulation showing that the wave is Table 1 . Numerical parameters from the previous study [16] used for the comparison with the present results.
perfectly preserved by the numerical solver and no dispersive tail was present after the collision in the latter, confirming the integrability of the mKdV equation.
For our numerical simulations of the Modulational Instability (MI) we adopt the set-up used also earlier in [16] . We consider the following initial condition posed on a periodic
where a is the base wave amplitude, δ is the perturbation magnitude and the wavenumbers k 0 , K 0 are chosen such that their ratio k 0 /K 0 ∈ Z. The values of parameters are given in the Table 1 . The number N of Fourier modes used in simulations presented below will be set to N = 32768 and the tolerance parameter in the PI step size control was set to 10 −8 . [16] . Unfortunately the authors in [16] did not report the evolution of the Fourier spectrum. We will fill in this gap in the present study. For instance, one can notice the presence of a second peak in the Fourier spectrum (in the vicinity of k ≈ 6) which corresponds to the second cascading mode. During the development of the MI we observe a broadening of the spectrum around two cascading modes present in this numerical simulation. This broadening continues until the MI is fully developed (see Figure 3(c, d ) ). The left and right broadening wings can appear to be symmetric up to the graphical resolution, however our measurements reported in Table 2 show that it is not actually the case. The broadening intensities defined as the ratio of energies of two consecutive modes, i.e. β r,l . = |u k±1 | 2 |u k | 2 and observed in the experiments depend on the initial wave amplitude. Namely, when the nonlinearity is increased, the broadening tails become flatter, thus involving more Fourier harmonics into this process.
Effect of the spectral domain
In order to observe more than two cascading modes, the Fourier space has to be broaden. These results are shown on the left panel of Figure 4 . In this case the Fourier domain is almost four times larger going up to k = 32. Accordingly to the theoretical predictions, the direct D-cascade is formed from the first instances of the numerical simulation. The linear fit in the Fourier space suggests the exponential shape of the energy spectrum E k ∝ exp(−αk), for some positive value of the slope α. Moreover, we computed the distances between two successive cascading modes. It turns out that this value is constant to the numerical precision (obviously, for a fixed initial condition).
Effect of the excitation amplitude
In this Section we study the effect of the base wave amplitude on the development of the MI in the mKdV equation. Namely, we perform the same simulation described in the previous section with numerical parameters given in Table 1 , except for the amplitude a which will be chosen as 2a = 0.16 and 3a = 0.24. Moreover, we will take a larger spectral domain k ∈ [0, 32] in contrast to the previous case. A larger domain is precisely needed to observe several cascading modes and to make some conclusions on their distribution in the Fourier domain. The simulation results are shown on Figures 4 and 5 .
In particular, one can see that the initial condition with the amplitude two times bigger (a = 0.16) develops the MI much faster. According to the theoretical predictions [24] , the time T MI needed for the MI to be fully developed in the physical space scales as
. So, the increase of the amplitude leads also to the increase in the nonlinearity ε. Consequently, our numerical results corroborate this prediction of the theory. On the other hand, we stress that the position (and consequently the distance between) of the cascading modes remains unaffected by the change in the amplitude.
Effect of the excitation wavenumber
On Figures 4 and 5 the base wavenumber k 0 was fixed and taken from Table 1 . In this Section we describe the numerical experiments for another value of the parameter k 0 = 5 × 1.884. The results of numerical simulations are reported on Figures 6 and 7 . Namely, on Figure 6 it is shown that the new exponent of the spectrum is much lower than in the previous case. Moreover, if we increase the base wave amplitude a for the new value of k 0 = 9.42, the spectrum shape remains constant, however we cannot affirm anymore that it is still exponential as it is hinted on Figure 7 . The positions and energies of cascading modes for these two simulations are reported in Table 3 . From these observation one can clearly see that the initial wave amplitude does not affect the structure of the D-cascade. Another important consequence of the variation of the parameter k 0 is the distance between cascading modes in the Fourier space. More precisely, the distance increases with the increase in k 0 . For example, our simulations show that the distance increases from ∆k ≈ 3.81 to 18.42 when k 0 goes from 1.884 to 5 × 1.884 = 9.42. 
Effect of the perturbation magnitude
In the numerical simulations performed so far we have always taken the perturbation with magnitude m = 0.05, which results in 5% amplitude modulation in terms of the base wave amplitude a. We tested various values of parameter m in our numerical tests. Here we report on Figure 8 the most severe case of m = 0.5 (i.e. 50% of the perturbation). Even in such an extreme case, the D-cascade is still present. However, we cannot state anymore with certitude that its shape is exponential. This questions will require more detailed investigations with even more resolved numerical simulations.
Conclusions
In the present study we have investigated the D-cascade formation in the framework of the mKdV equation. The main mechanism generating this cascade is the Modulational Instability (MI). One of the first theoretical studies devoted to the MI in the mKdV equation is [15] , where the transformation from the mKdV to the NLS equation was highlighted. This transformation allows to find the conditions when the MI occurs in mKdV. Their theoretical study was illustrated with some numerical simulations showing the development of the MI in the physical space only. Since the D-model (or any other model) for energy transfer via the MI was not proposed yet at that time, the energy transport across the Fourier space was not in the focus. Consequently, the present study can be considered to be complementary since the main focus here is precisely on what is going on in the Fourier space.
In our numerical experiments we studied the nonlinear stage of the MI evolution aiming to observe the evolution of Fourier spectra additionally to the wave observation in the physical space, already reported in previous studies [15, 29] . The main findings can be briefly summarized in the following list:
• For a wide class of the initial conditions leading to the MI we clearly observe the formation of the direct (i.e. in the direction of increasing wavenumbers k) D-cascade. The ranges of parameters considered in this study are given here: • In our numerical simulation the MI develops on the dynamical time scales of the order of O(ε −2 ) which is in agreement with theoretical predictions [24] .
• It is interesting to note that this time scale refers to the complete development of the MI in the physical space (see Figure 4(d, e) ). On the other hand one can see that the main structure of the D-cascade is already observable in Fourier spectra from the first instances of the dynamical evolution. Consequently, the development of the MI in the physical space corresponds to the spectral broadening of cascading modes. It is remarkable that their positions and energies are quasi-stationary.
• The observed D-cascade skeleton in the Fourier space is very robust and it has the exponential decay E k ∝ exp(−α · k) (see Figures 4 and 5) . The exponent α was found to be independent of the base wave amplitude a for fixed values of other parameters.
• The increase of k 0 (the base wave wavenumber) has more drastic consequences on the spectrum shape. The agreement with the exponential spectrum E k ∝ exp(−α · k) is not satisfactory anymore. This highly nonlinear regime requires a more detailed investigation with higher resolutions in the Fourier space in order to obtain a longer cascade before making some conclusions about its shape (most of simulations presented in this study were already performed with N = 32 768 Fourier harmonics).
• We performed a series of numerical experiments for different values of the perturbation magnitude m = 0.05 ÷ 0.5. We conclude that the main features of the D-cascade described above are preserved (see Figure 8 ). The choice of the perturbation influences the time scale on which the MI will develop in the physical space. Generally, higher magnitudes of the perturbation tend to accelerate this process.
